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Abstract:
Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT) are one of the most promising nanomaterials
having an array of novel functionalities and performance advantages which make them
highly likely candidates to replace metals, like copper and aluminum, in the low-dimensional
interconnects in three-dimensional (3D) integrated circuits (3D-IC) and sensors. Lowresistivity, large current-density, high thermal-conductivity (10 times that of copper), and a
low-coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) make MWCNTs as a prime choice for
integration in next-generation 3D-chip stacks. However, growth of carbonaceous
nanomaterials on top of metals gives rise to issues of high interfacial resistance at the
Metal/MWCNT interfaces due to large differences in their potential work-functions. Though
it has become feasible to grow vertically aligned MWCNTs on metal lines, it has not been
possible to systematically and precisely determine the interfacial contact resistance values
between the as-grown single-, or bundle-MWCNTs and the base metal-lines. Here, we report
a novel experimental method for measurement of metal/carbon interface contact resistance
with aid of nanoprobing setup thereby eliminating undesirable metal-pad deposition step;
must in the conventional techniques. In the present approach, nanoprobes are placed in
contact with individual CNT-bundles making direct electrical contacts. Two-point-probe
(2PP) and four-point-probe (4PP) measurements are systematically performed to accurately
estimate values of the contact-resistance at the Metal/CNT interface. The as measured
interfacial contact resistance for a Bundle in 2-5 µm diameter oxide-via is found to be ~730

Ω, while on a per-CNT basis the Metal/MWCNT contact resistance is ~35 kΩ. The here
reported values of interfacial contact resistance are quite lower than those reported elsewhere
in the literature. The characteristic novelty of current experimental approach lies in total
elimination of any steps involving further chemical, mechanical or physical processing which
cause deformation and/or damage to the intrinsic properties and morphology of as-grown
CNT-bundles. Uniquely, no alteration needs to be made to properties or environment of asgrown MWCNTs. The advantages of this approach results in relatively more accurate and
error-free determination of the Metal/CNT interfacial resistance values than any of earlier
techniques.

Carbonaceous nanomaterials are poised to provide significant enhancements to material
performance, providing technical-means for acceleration of the ongoing scaling trend in the
Semiconductors industry.1,2 Future advancements in the key areas of design and fabrication
of high-performance and multi-functional sensors, Very/Ultra Large Scale Integrated circuits
(VLSI/ULSI) depends critically on the promise of development of novel technologies and
scientific capabilities which enable the ongoing trend of scaling of dimensions to continue
further.3-7 Only-when this becomes feasible, the oxide-via interconnects at the Back-End-ofLine (BEOL) will be able to keep-pace with ITRS roadmap projections for aspired highdensity coverage of the chip real-estate. Successful three-dimensional (3D) stacking of the
disparate, integrated chips with logical, RF, sensors, memory, and CCD circuit elements can
be realized by incorporation of an extensive network of ‘Through Silicon Via’ (TSV) based
interconnects.8-17 However, continuous downscaling of the interconnect dimensions has
reached a technical roadblock, and faces several performance challenges of input/output (I/O)
bottlenecks, significantly higher RC signal-delays, reliability and durability issues, new
design complexities hindering effective integration, and void-free conformal filling of the
Vias.2,18-24
The scaling trend of continuous miniaturization of feature-sizes of metal-lines and
interconnects has reached a critical stage as small dimensions give rise to novel, non-classical
quantum-effects that undermine the system’s performance.25 At low-dimensions, new
problems arise in form of unexpectedly high-resistivity values of interconnects due to
enhanced charge-scattering and large-number of grain-boundaries.26-28 The serious issues of
undesirable deterioration of the overall system performance due to scaling of the metallines,29 are compounded further by the challenges of heat dissipation in low-dimensional
features.30 Current-crowding and phonon-blockage are other detrimental phenomena that
cause significant performance-degradation in interconnects; including problems of (i)
electro-migration of metal atoms, 31,32 (ii) de-lamination of thin-films due to the creation and
multiplication of voids,33-36 (iii) generation of thermo-mechanical stresses due to mismatch in
the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between bulk-silicon and via-filling
materials,32,37-39 (iv) creation of hot-spots inside the interconnects; all of which, together
contribute to degradation of combined performance of the system.32,40 Thus, there is a strong
need for development of next generation materials that provide desirable and robust physical,

electrical and thermal properties that lend them technical feasibility for integration in
nanolelctronics and semiconductor devices.
Carbon nanotubes have some quite extraordinary physical, mechanical, chemical and
morphological properties that make them one of the most attractive nanomaterials for various
applications in wide range of nanoelectronics devices. Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes offer
metallic conductivity, and are proposed as the possible nanomaterials for replacement of
metals like copper and tungsten in interconnects.1 CNTs have highest of the known
coefficient of thermal conduction,41,42 low resistivity, and low- CTE values43,44 between ±0.4
10-6 K-1 and can support high current densities45,46 ~109 mA/cm2 which makes them highly
attractive for implementation in back-end, and global interconnects. Creation of reliable,
robust and seamless contacts between CNT/Metal heterostructures, along with low
thermal/electrical contact resistance at their mutual interfaces, and its precise experimental
measurement are some of the key-fundamental challenges, and critical technical issues that
need to be resolved. When reasonably accurate solutions to these issues are realized, the
objective of large-scale integration of CNTs in interconnects will become technically feasible
in the nanoelectronics and semiconductor industry.
Current research-endeavors are actively focused on issues related to realization of lowinterfacial-resistance contacts at the CNT/Metal interface47-49 and have relied on different
techniques in their quest for low-barrier-resistance CNT/Metal contacts. According to the
prevailing scientific research directions, primarily three approaches are more common and
widely prevalent. These can be mainly categorized into (a) additive techniques; involving
sequential steps of oxide-deposition, trimming of protruding CNTs and planarization of topsurface by Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP), followed by metal-padding through either
electrochemical, or physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods, (b) destructive approach of
scanning spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM); involving stepwise material removal in
successive scanning steps, with aid of doped, ultra-sharp, diamond probes.47
CMP process for wafer-planarization involve trimming of the protruding CNT top-ends and
opening of MWCNT’s inner-walls, which leads to creation of new electrical pathways,
parallel channels for charge conduction. This leads to significant decrease of the overall via-

resistance from 36 Ω to 0.9 Ω.45,50-52 Next step is creation of top-bottom electrical contacts
through the CNT vias, by (a) PVD deposition of metal pads covering hundreds of TSV-vias,
or (b) spatially selective, electrochemical deposition of metal electrodes over top of
individual CNT-filled vias. On the other hand, recently demonstrated electrical atomic force
microscopy (AFM) based destructive-approach of SSRM47 does not require deposition of any
metal pads on the top for measurement of the contact resistance. Rather, SSRM relies on the
art of successive slice-and-view approach of material elimination for acquisition of twodimensional (2D) maps of resistance values at different heights, which are then stacked
together to form 3D tomographic representation of resistance values, right down to the
CNT/Metal interface.
However, there are significant disadvantages and systematic errors intrinsic to the abovementioned techniques that are inherently inaccurate, imprecise and non-scalable, and thus not
suitable for universal scientific and technological implementation. CMP process involve
extensive exposure of the as-grown CNT bundles to hostile-processing environment and
harsh-chemicals that potentially contaminate and thereby cause physio-chemical alterations
to the chemical properties, and also result in deformation of the physical morphology of the
CNT bundles and via-structures; adversely affecting their electrical properties critical to
overall performance of the system. During deposition of the top-metal pads in
electrochemical process on top of individual vias, a potential-difference is applied across top
and bottom ends of oxide-vias. This method creates a high-possibility for downward seepage
of the metal particles inside the vias; more than 40% of the as-grown CNT volume being
void. The diffusive but steady percolation of metal particles inside the oxide-vias leads to
creation of continuous metallic-filaments that form an unbroken conductive path from top to
bottom electrodes.53,54 Formation of such channels creates undesirable electrical conduction
paths between via’s two-ends; in parallel to that through the CNT-Bundle. Creation of
metallic conductive pathways in vias will cause significant reduction of the oxide-via
resistance, giving erroneous results and imprecise values for the measured contact resistance
values. Similarly, PVD deposition of metal-pad provides a continuous coverage over large
surface-area that includes hundreds of oxide-via tops as also the intermediate oxide-area
between vias.18,55 But, this leads to creation of new, unwanted, charge-trapping and chargeleakage causing paths that will highly-likely electrically-connect top and bottom electrodes,

even through the intermediate oxide-barrier-layer. These undesirable electrical/charge
conduction pathways are source of erroneous and false contributions in the measured
interface resistance values.
Further, SSRM is basically a destructive approach involving creation of irreversible
mechanical and physical changes to the native structure of few-CNTs even while being
measured.47 Consequently, this method cannot be an exact or an error-free way to determine
the CNT-bundle, and CNT/Metal interface resistance values. Additionally, due to its gradual
and non-scalable nature, this method is not appropriate for large-scale adoption, or for facile
incorporation into the process-integration flow in nanoelectronics and semiconductor
manufacturing.
Hence, there’s a strong and urgent need for finding a suitable novel approach, which is
repeatable, readily scalable, non-destructive, widely adoptable by the industry, and which
precludes steps involving a need for exposure of the CNTs to any form of harsh chemicals,
undesirable physical alteration or morphological damage. The optimum approach should
allow for in-situ measurement of electrical and other properties of the as-grown CNT-bundles
in interconnects, without introducing any changes to their thermal, mechanical, chemical or
physical properties.
Despite of an extensive number of methods for the estimation of CNT/Metal contact
resistance, there is an obvious lack of a standardized technique for exact estimation of CNT
to metal contact-resistance values. Detailed survey of existing literature brings to light a
variety of approximations and assumptions adopted for determination of CNT/Metal
interfacial contact resistances by different research groups.47-52 This creates valid scientific
concerns about the approaches mentioned being essentially non-equivalent and noncomparable with each other. Further, complicating the matter, samples for different studies
are fabricated in different conditions, using disparate and non-equivalent growth techniques
(variable catalysts/metals/growth-temperatures/isolation-layers and process-flow), which
makes it hard to compare the results in a straightforward manner.
In the reported work, we present experimental details for relatively more precise
determination of individual contributions of the (i) CNT bundle resistance (RCNT), (ii) contact

resistance (RCNT/Cu) from the total via-resistance (RVia), in a non-destructive, facile, reliable
and repeatable approach. State-of-the-art electrical characterization techniques of four-pointprobe and two-point-probe, 4PP/2PP, are used for high-precession, electrical nano-probing
measurements that are done with aid of nanoprobe-setup integrated with a standard SEM
system.
Further information about the growth, fabrication and process-engineering steps are
elucidated and stated in greater detail elsewhere.56 Briefly, the process-flow starts with bulk
6" diameter prime silicon wafers (Bonda Technology PTE Ltd) that are cleaned following a
standard RCA process, followed by thermal growth of 200 nm silicon-dioxide in the furnace
following a standard oxide-deposition recipe. Wafer is then patterned using standard
lithographic techniques (Karl Suss MA-6, Double Side Aligner)

with use of S1813

photoresist (PR), followed by sequential deposition of (i) 10 nm of Ti (99.999%) to prevent
copper diffusion into silicon, (ii) 100 nm of Cu (99.999%), (iii) 6 nm of Al (99.999%), and
(iv) 4 nm of Al2O3 (99.999%) inside E-Beam evaporator at nominal vacuum of 5 x10-6 mbars
at room-temperature conditions (Edwards DP, Auto 306); distance between the targets and
the substrate is fixed at 15 cm. The thin Al2O3 layer acts as an anti-diffusion, barrier layer for
CNT catalyst. Afterwards, lift-off is done using acetone (60 °C; 20 minutes), and leads to
manifestation of underlying metal-lines that will work as electrically conducting pathways
connecting different VACNT bundles. This, integrated, system of multiple metal thin-films
deposited as a vertical stack defines the metal-lines. Then, 1 µm thick PETOS oxide layer is
then deposited by thermal decomposition of tetraethyl-ortho-silicate (MRL LPCVD TEOS,
LT).
Second lithographic step is used to transfer features of secondary mask on top of the asdeposited oxide layer while ensuring its perfect alignment with the aid of top-side alignment
(TSA) marks created in a previous step. Subsequently, wet-etching (Buffered-Oxide-Etchant
(BOE)) process leads to creation of a large-scale array of oxide-vias on top of pre-deposited
metal lines. Following this, ~1 nm iron (Fe) catalyst thin-film is deposited (Denton thin-film
sputtering system, 10-6 mTorr Vaccum at room-temperature), and lift-off is done in acetone
(1 hour, 60 °C), followed by UV-Ozone treatment (30 W: 30 sccm O2: 3 mins) for
evaporation of excess of adhering PR particles from top of the catalyst layer.

The wafer is then ready for dicing, and is diced into small 1" x 1" sizes dies, and placed
inside Axitron's Black-Magik System (BM) for growth of VACNTs in thermal Mode (550 °C,
H2:50 sccm, C2H2:150 sccm, Ar:100 sccm). In this approach, precursors are showered from
top-head giving rise to uniform growth of CNTs all over the die surface. Vertically aligned
MWCNTs, length ~10 µm, grow in duration of 2 minutes.
Structural characterization of the as-grown CNT samples is done using scanning electron
microscope (LEO 1550) to image the sample topography. The TEM-lamella is prepared from
the as-grown CNT samples using Focused Ion Beam (FIB: DA300, FEI Inc) system
operating with gallium ion-beam at 30 keV power. Detailed structural insights are gained
with aid of ultra-high-resolution transmission-electron microscope (HRTEM) Tecnai XTWIN system working with an electron beam-power of 200 KeV providing 0.14 nm
resolution. The high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) imaging allows higher, better contrast images showing intrinsic details
of the CNT morphology. EDX, attached to the same TEM setup, provides further insights
through spatially-resolved quantitative elemental mapping which images precise distribution
of elements at cross-sectional interfaces.
Further, DC electrical characterization studies are done using commercially available Zyvex
S100 Nanomanipulator system, in the four-point-probe and two-point-probe (4PP/2PP)
configurations. After cleaving the CNT-containing die into small pieces, samples are
transferred to tilted sample-holder attached to a custom-designed sample-stage inside the
SEM system: whole nanoprobing setup being located in the vacuum chamber of SEM. The
50-nm sharp tips-ends of the tungsten (W) allow for individual manipulation of CNT bundles,
and measurement of their characteristic I-V curves (Keithley 4200 DC parameter analyzer).
Thermal-PECVD grown VACNT Bundles through the oxide-vias on top of copper- metallines are shown in Fig. 1. SEM images confirm the uniform and dense CNT-pillars, Fig. 1(a),
with a bundle-diameter of ~10 µm and aspect ratio of ~ 1. Fig. 1(b) shows a close-up image
of a selected CNT-bundle. The as-grown CNT bundles are electrically connected with each
other through a network of underlying copper-metal lines, which allows electrical
characterization in typical 4PP and 2PP measurement architectures. Fig. 1(c) shows top-view

of the four tungsten (W) nanoprobes making electrical-contact with top-end of the CNTbundles in the 4PP configuration, where probes P1 and P4 conduct current while,
simultaneously, probes P2 and P3 measure the corresponding potential difference. Figs. 1(d)(e) show the images of nano-probing contacts made in 2PP architecture for electrical
characterization between different vias varying from 1 to 20, whereas Fig. 1(f) illustrates a
global-view of the schematic adopted for I-V measurements.
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Fig. 1. Growth of CNT bundles on Cu-metal lines through oxide via and the estimation of Cu-CNT
contact resistance (a) Low magnification image of the array structure; (b) zoomed in view of 3 µm
height, dense CNT-bundle growth through individual via of 1 µm depth and 5 µm diameter; (c) 4probe measurement setup in nano-manipulator, where probes (P1 to P4) are kept in a sequence of one
via gap interval of the array structure and terminal probes (P1 and P4) are passing the current and
middle probes (P2 and P3) are measuring the voltage; (d)-(e) 2-probe measurement setup where P1 is
kept fixed and P2 moves in a sequence of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 20 via number and the corresponding
current-voltage is measured; (f) Schematic of nano-probe architecture and setup, showing electrical
connectivity amongst all CNT-bundles through underlying network of metal-lines.

Further structural & interface characterization studies are done to acquire detailed insights
about the Cu/CNT hetero-structures. Fig. 2(a) shows a cross-sectional view of the CNT
bundles post deposition of ~25 nm SiO2, which protects CNT’s crystalline graphitic structure

during the course of FIB sample-preparation step. Deposition of a thin oxide-layer leads to
the densification of the CNT bundles,57 reducing their diameters to ~ 6 µm. Fig. 2(b) images
the tip-regions of the vertically aligned CNT bundles on the TEM grid, without any FIB
treatment, while Fig. 2(c) shows a high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of individual CNTs.
One finds that the CNT wall numbers vary from double to four walls, having an average
diameter of ~5 nm. To obtain deeper insights into Metal/CNT heterostructure’s interface, a
TEM lamella is prepared following the standard FIB processing steps. The three distinct
segments corresponding to the Si/SiO2//Metal, Metal/CNT interfaces are clearly visible in the
TEM image, Fig. 2(d).
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Fig: 2. (a) Vertical CNT bundles on metal lines; (b) aligned and
dense CNT bundle transferred on TEM grid (without FIB
treatment), (c) HRTEM analysis depicts the average CNT diameter
is 5 nm and the wall numbers are of 2-4 Walls as indicated by red
arrows. The CNTs are highly crystalline and hollow structure; (d)
three distinct layers of FIB lamella, bottom is bulk-Si, middle
consists of metal lines and top represents the CNT growth on metal
lines. EDX spatial elemental mapping of C, Al, O, Fe, Ti and Cu
inside the selected region marked as Box-1 is shown in the panel
below. High resolution, high-contrast image of the CNT
morphology is obtained by HAADF-STEM imaging; (e) represents
cross-sectional elemental distribution along the marked vertical
line-scan (red) in (d).

Elemental analysis of selected area, marked by Box-1, with EDX reveals the spatial
distribution of the elements like C, Al, O, Fe, Ti and Cu inside the region. The distribution of
these elements is shown in color by images in the middle-panel of Fig. 2. On the other hand,
high-resolution, high-contrast image of the CNT morphology is obtained with STEMHAADF imaging. Further, cross-sectional elemental distribution of these elements along the

vertical (red) arrow-line in (d) is represented in the Fig. 2(e). The observed peak for Copper
intensity in the elemental line-scan at the location of the CNT is a proof of direct contact
between CNT and Cu that creates a conductive path from metal-lines to the vertical CNT
enabling facile electrical-charge transfer from horizontal to vertical interconnects. Presence
of Cu near to the CNT-bottom ends implies that the copper atoms diffuse upwards through
the thin, porous Al/Al2O3 layer. Likewise, impressions of Ti in region of copper thin-film,
and near Cu/Al interface indicates that Ti atoms have diffused through macroscopic grainboundaries during annealing and CNT growth steps.

To reduce significant barrier-resistance at the Metal/CNT interface, a smart and logical finetuning of the interface material properties is adopted with bilayer deposition of Al2O3 on top
of Al, creating less resistive, aluminum-rich, aluminum-oxide alloy. The standard thickness
of the catalyst-sintering barrier-layer of Al2O3 is minimized from 10 nm to 4 nm, which is
deposited on top of Al thin-film (6 nm). The method offers unique advantage in that during
the subsequent annealing steps, prior to the CNT growth, aluminum and copper atoms from
the bottom-layer diffuse into the top Al2O3 layer, Fig. 2(e). The upward diffusion of metal
atoms is of great advantage as it leads to significant reduction of overall barrier-resistance at
the CNT/Metal interface, as confirmed afterwards by I-V characterization investigation.

From the perspective of CNTs potential applications in the TSVs, electrical properties of the
as-grown CNT-bundles in 1 µm deep oxide vias are measured using a nano-manipulator
setup integrated inside the chamber of the regular SEM system. Characteristic I-V data
measurements are done in the 2PP architecture mode, and typical representative data
obtained are plotted in Fig. 3(a). The plots correspond to variation of I-V and implicitly of
resistance values with increasing distance between measured TSV-vias. Electrical properties
are also measured in 4PP architecture, which enables direct electrical-contact with the CNTbundles. The inset to the Fig. 3(a) shows comparative I-V data for adjacent vias in 2PP and
4PP modes. In both configurations, the experimentally measured resistance of CNT-TSVs is
greater than 1 kΩ; implying the sufficiency of 2PP mode for further electrical
characterization studies. Thus, all further results discussed are for studies done in the 2PP
mode configurations only.
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Fig. 3. Current-Voltage characteristics of CNT-Cu-CNT structure and extraction of CNT-Cu contact
resistance using 2PP technique (a) I-V plots of variable via gaps where probe-1 is fixed and probe-2 is
shifted from 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 10th and 20th via gap and the corresponding resistance values varied from
~1.8 kΩ to 11.3 kΩ from 1st to 20th via; the inset to this plot refers to the comparative study of the I-V
characteristics when measured by 2PP & 4PP techniques for same sample. Plot (b) shows a linear-fit
through the averaged resistance-values in the voltage-range of ±0.5V to ±1V for each via. The linear
relationship between Resistance versus Via-number allows for extrapolation to the zeroth-via refers to
the RCNT/Cu contact resistance of 0.73 kΩ.

The observed I-V trends, Fig. 3(a), are quite linear, indicating almost ohmic contacts between
the metal-lines and CNTs. The enhanced conductivity at the Metal/CNT interface can be
attributed to the smaller thickness of oxide barrier-layer between metal-lines and the CNTs.
The increase of the overall resistance of extracted RCu/CNT with the distance can be explained
by (i) nonlinear increase in the number of charge-trapping centers with the dispersion area, as
the probe-tips move farther from each other, (ii) charge spreading-effect which happens due
to increase in the number of pathways through which leakage current or charges can flow
from one point to another; getting trapped in the process. Plausibly, increase of charge
trapping occurs because of numerous defects that exist at the metal/CNT interfaces, as also
due to increasing number of Cu/CNT contacts as the area under test is incrementally enlarged.

A careful observation reveals that I-V characteristic curves become increasingly non-linear as
the via-gap reduces from that between the 1st and 20th via to that of two-adjacent vias due to
decrease in the linear part of the measured total resistance of the metal line. As a result of

which, relative percentage of the non-linear contribution due to Schottky effect becomes
slightly higher. The Schottky effect arises due to difference in the work-functions of the
copper and MWCNT, as well as due to the presence of an Al-rich, Al2O3 (~4 nm thin).
Separately, a detailed analysis of the non-linear component of the I-V curves shows that
percentage-wise contribution of the non-linearity increases from ~14.6% to about 18% at
particularly given voltage (0.4 V), as the distance between probed vias decreases from
equivalent to that of twenty-via to a group of adjacent vias.

The so calculated average resistance values, taken from the respective individual I-V curves
with voltages in range of ±0.5 Volts to ±1 Volts are plotted in the Fig. 3(b), which show an
almost linear-dependence of resistance on via-to-via distance. Further, a linear-fit is done to
the plotted values of resistance versus via-number trend-line to better elucidate their mutual
correlation. These values are used for extrapolation of the fitted trend-line to the distance of
zeroth-via, in order to obtain the self-resistance of an individual via, RVia. The resistance RVia
includes the contributions from several components, such as RProbe/CNT, RCNT, and RCNT/Cu,

where one can safely neglect minor contributions from the underlying metals-lines (< 20 Ω);
metal-line resistance magnitudes being smaller than 0.5% of the measured RVia. To identify
the contributions of RCNT/Cu from the total via-resistance, we separately measured the
RProbe/CNT and RCNT resistance values on a single CNT-bundle, Fig 4(a) and (b), in the 2PP and
4PP configurations, respectively, which are then subtracted from the RVia to obtain RCNT/Cu.
Fig. 4(c) shows the I-V curves corresponding to the measurements on single CNT Bundle in
2PP and 4PP arrangements. Thereby, the estimated RCNT/Cu resistance value is found to be
0.73 kΩ in the present report.
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Fig. 4. SEM images of the 2PP & 4PP methods use to extract RCNT and RCNT/Probe resistances (a) depicts
the two-point-probes of the nanomanipulator setup where contact has been made to a CNT bundle,
while (b) shows the architecture for four-point-probe measurement used to measure the resistance of a
single CNT bundle, and (c) plots the I-V values obtained in 2PP and 4PP modes wherefrom one can
estimate the RCNT and RCNT/Probe to be 1.2 kΩ and 0.3 k Ω, respectively.

ITRS roadmap projections concerning integration of the CNTs in interconnect technology
postulates the contact resistance, RC, to be ~10% of the single-CNT resistance, RCNT, in
via.1,29 But, a thorough literature search does not brings-up published reports that provide
details for precise determination of the individual resistance values, RC and RCNT. Also, as per
literature, CNT-via resistance varies over a wide-range, from 25 Ω6 upto 200 kΩ,58 whereas
resistivity values are in the range of 0.8-12 mΩcm for the CNT-bundles grown on top of
metal-lines (Au, Co-Silicide). For the case of single-CNT to metal (TiN) contact-resistance,
the value ranges between 2.8 kΩ to 4.8 kΩ. Vanpaemel et al.59 studied the characteristic
CNT-via resistance in dependence on presence and absence of an isolation layer between the
individual nanotubes; for instance, without Al2O3 isolation layer the 4PP resistance, RCNT, of
single-CNT grown on top of TiN is 51 kΩs, whereas with isolation layer it ranges from 4.9 6.3 kΩ.
On the other hand, Chiodarelli et al.18 report RCNT bundle resistance values to be between
100-140 kΩ, i.e. about three-orders of magnitude higher than in other reports. However still,
the values quoted in these reports do not separate the different contributions from the RC and
RCNT. Schulze et al.,47 follow an innovative approach for the measurement of RCNT using
tomography based 3D ‘Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscopy’ (SSRM). They are able

to measure the interfacial contact-resistance of CNT-bundle/Metal heterostructure with highprecision using a slice-and-view approach. The RC varies from ~146-541 kΩ per CNT
(single-shell conducting), that is ~36% of the measured total via resistance. Whereas, in an
earlier work on a similar sample, Chiodaralli et al. estimate the RC from measurements done
on about 576 CNT-Vias connected multiply (in-parallel) under each metal-pad to be around
~1.16 kΩs; there being 100 CNTs per bundle.49 The ratio of the CNT/Metal contact
resistance to the total via resistance in their report is found to be about 22%. In both of above
cases, the RC:RVia is much larger than the postulated values by the ITRS guidelines.
In comparison, for our case the RVia is ~1.2 kΩ, which is equivalent to a resistivity of ~66.2
mΩcm per bundle. Further, taking into account the total number of CNTs in contact with
the probe-tip (~75 CNTs), the RVia per single-CNT is about ~136 kΩ, out of which the RCNT
is ~90 kΩ; that is, ~66% contribution to the via-resistance is by the single-CNT, whereas, the
RCNT/Probe resistance is ~11.3 kΩ. Thereby, remaining contribution to the total via resistance
comes from CNT/Metal-line contact resistance, RC. This means that the CNT-to-metal
contact resistance, RC, is in our case is ~ 35 kΩ for a single CNT/Cu contact, that is ~ 39% of
the single-CNT resistance, which is in the same range as values reported elsewhere47,48,55 and
is almost 4 higher than the postulated 10% limit of the ITRS roadmap.1,29 There is further
scope for reduction of the contact resistance between vertical-CNT pillars and horizontal
conductive paths, in both local and global interconnects.

Conclusion:
In summary, major object of this study is to precisely measure and report the CNT/Metal
contact resistance at their mutual interface as a step towards enabling the widespread
integration of CNT in the TSVs. Towards this goal, a repeatable, non-destructive, and
reliable approach is adopted based on the technique of nanoprobing in the four-point-probe
and two-point-probe modes. A highly effective and smart approach has been implemented
for the reduction of the undesirably high barrier-resistance of the conventional 10 nm Al2O3
layer, by introduction of an aluminum-rich, aluminum-oxide alloy. The, thin and porous

Al2O3 allows easy diffusion of the metal atoms from underlying metal-layer to the bottomend of the CNT matrix, thereby reducing the CNT/Metal interface’s barrier resistance.
Detailed, high-definition, structural investigations provide conclusive evidence that the CNTs
are anchored seamlessly to the metal-lines. Further, improvements to the process-flow, and
fine-tuning of the fabrication and growth steps will enable the CNT-TSV technology to find a
wide-scale acceptance by the nanoelectronic and semiconductor industry, and allow CNT
heterostructures based interconnect technology to reach a point of commercial viability that
will allow technical and manufacturing feasibilities for further, universal, integration with
next generation interconnects.
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